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Church Fire Prevention Checklist 

Fires are one of the most prevalent threats to churches today. Some fires are intentional while 
others happen by accident. With routine preparation, your church can minimize this risk. 

Beacon Insurance Agency of Pace has developed this simple checklist as a printable resource 
for your church safety.  

5 Key Areas of Church Fire Prevention 

1: Fire Detection and Escape Tools 

Keeping detection and escape tools in proper working order is one of the first steps to 
church fire safety.   

● Become familiar with the fire extinguisher instructions well beforehand. Don’t wait for a 
fire to learn how to use this tool. 

● Ensure all fire extinguishers are current and up-to-date.  

● Fire extinguishers are meant to extinguish fires that are contained. If a fire is spreading, 
call 911 immediately and evacuate the area. 

● Maintain a distance of 8 feet from the area of fire.  

Remember the acronym PASS for proper use of fire extinguishers: 

P: PULL the pin. 

A: AIM low by pointing the nozzle or hose at the base of the fire. 

S: SQUEEZE the lever above the handle to discharge the extinguishing agent. 

S: SWEEP the hose from side to side, keeping your aim on the fire’s base and moving very 
carefully toward the flames while keeping a safe distance.  

 

 

 

2: Lightning Hazards 
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Places of worship have special risk factors for lightning hazards. These include heights 
of buildings, steeples and crosses, large congregation gatherings that present a 
challenge for shelter or escape and large A/V systems that can easily oversurge.  

 Here on the Florida Gulf Coast, lightning is a top fire threat to churches. In fact, Florida 
has the highest deaths by lightning in the country either by strikes or by resulting fires.  

● Lightning Rods can prove to be an important tool in minimizing lightning claims and 
possible fires. Consider investing in a Lightning Kit if your church is very near the coast.  

● Seek shelter at the first sign of thunder. Lightening is the offspring of thunder and will 
not be far behind.  

● Our Coast experiences many summer storms accompanied by lightning. Get everyone 
inside immediately during a summer storm.  

3: Electrical Hazards 

Knowing the early red flags of potential electrical fires is an important step to staying 
safe.  

● Get an annual inspection from a licensed electrician and address all electrical concerns 
with the same professional. 

● Keep a lookout for blown-out fuses or tripped circuit breakers 

● Routinely look for discolored outlets or flickering lights 

● Take action when you notice a rubbery or burning odor coming from a device, like a 
lamp.  

● All fuses should have the proper amperage rating for the circuit they protect. 

● Do not overload electrical outlets: never alter a plug to fit an outdated outlet, pay close 
attention to replacement of old outlets with accomodating ground wire and use child 
safety covers if your church has a daycare or otherwise has children in regular 
attendance.  

● Dispose of and replaced cracked or frayed electrical cords immediately. 

● Don’t run electrical cords under furniture, rugs or across doorways.  

● Power strips are an electrical outlet and can overheat. Do not overload with too many 
plugs.  

4: In the Kitchen 
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Church kitchen fires are incredibly common. Not only do they cost millions in damage 
but they halt a strong fellowship and outreach mission.  

● If the kitchen is a commercial kitchen with an exhaust hood make sure a certifed 
cleaning contractor conducts an annual cleaning. 

● All appliances must have an Independent Testing Lab label. 

● All heat-producing devices of any size are kept 3 feet or more from flammable 
materials.  

5: Seasonal and Special Occasion Fire Prevention 

During weddings, communion and holidays there is a higher risk of fire due to increased 
use of candles and lighting. Keep the occasion happy and worry-free with these tips.  

● Select candle holders that are non-flammable and sturdy that won’t tip over easily and 
have a large well for collecting wax.  

● Candles should be placed on uncluttered surfaces where they won’t easily be 
displaced.  

● Trim all wicks to ¼ inch and keep them that way.  

● Keep all candles away from hair, clothing, artifical flowers, decorations  and unattended 
children.  

● Make sure all lit candles are completely out before leaving a room and watch to see the 
glow of the wick completely dim.  

● Ensure all additional occasion lighting, like holiday lights, are up-to-date, in proper 
working order and in compliance with the outlet or surge protector’s capacity.  

● Always turn off the lights upon leaving the room.  

● Do not run string lights under rugs, doorways or furniture. 


